
TYPE OF USE

MOTUL ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK is designed to be used in all types of 4 Stroke, Gasoline and Diesel engines, naturally

aspirated or turbocharged, with or without catalytic converter, using all kind of fuel. 

MOTUL ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK effectively seals critical small oil leaks, seepages and leakages. Works quickly and

easily in all closed loop oil circuit. 

Based on a highly effective additive package to stop loss of engine oil caused by leakage. Keeps engine gaskets flexible

and stops oil leaking through seals.

Compatible with all mineral and synthetic engine oils. 

Recommended for use in passenger cars, commercial vehicles…etc. and all closed loop oil circuit engines.

PERFORMANCES

MOTUL ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK, added to engine oil circuit, allows to:

•Seal critical small leaks, seepages and leakages

•Stop loss of engine oil caused by leakage

RECOMMENDATIONS

One dose of 300 ml is sufficient to treat 5 L of engine oil. 

Add MOTUL ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK to the engine oil.

For larger volumes add 50 ml of MOTUL ENGINE OIL STOP LEAK per additional liter of engine oil. Works during opera-

tion.

Attention: Check engine oil level before application!

Do not exceed the recommended proportion.

Refer to the MSDS sheet and the information mentioned on the product label.

ENG OIL STOP LEAK DE

Engine oil sealant to stop oil leakages
Seal additive to add to engine oil circuit
For closed loop oil circuit

We retain the right to modify the general characteristics of our products in order to offer to our customers the latest technical development.

Product specifications are definitive from the order which is subject to our general conditions of sale and warranty.
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